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22 Abstract
23 In arms races with parasites, hosts can evolve defences exhibiting extensive variability 
24 within populations, which signals individual identity (“signatures”). However, few such 
25 systems have evolved, suggesting that the conditions for their evolution are uncommon. We 
26 review (a) polymorphic egg markings that allow hosts of brood-parasitic birds to recognise 
27 and reject parasitic eggs, and (b) polymorphic tissue antigens encoded in the major 
28 histocompatibility complex (MHC), which present self- and pathogen-derived peptides to T 
29 cells of the immune system. Despite the profound differences between these systems, they 
30 share analogous features: (i) self/non-self discrimination by a highly specific recognition 
31 system (bird eyes and T-cell antigen receptor, respectively), which antagonists may escape 
32 by evolving evasion or mimicry; (ii) a self substrate upon which diversifying selection can act 
33 (eggs, and MHC molecules); (iii) acquired knowledge of self (resulting in acceptance of own 
34 eggs, and immune tolerance), and (iv) fitness costs associated with attack on self or lack of 
35 parasite detection. We suggest that these features comprise a set of requirements for 
36 parasites to drive the evolution of identity signatures in hosts, which diminish the likelihood 
37 of recognition errors. This may help to explain the variety of trajectories arising from arms 
38 races in different antagonistic contexts.
39
40
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41 1. Introduction
42 Individuals of the same species often have detectably distinct phenotypes, as a result of 
43 selection to signal individual identity [1]. This commonly arises from the benefits of signalling 
44 identity to conspecifics, such as kin or members of a social group. However, selection for 
45 individual distinctiveness may also arise from the benefits of signalling identity to self, to 
46 avoid costs of exploitation by other species [2]. This review compares how antagonistic 
47 coevolution has shaped individual distinctiveness in two different types of host defence 
48 against parasites: the rejection of eggs by the hosts of avian brood parasites, and the 
49 recognition of pathogens by the adaptive immune system of vertebrates. 
50 Hosts can enhance their ability to recognise a mimetic enemy by signalling their 
51 identity to themselves [2]. The more reliably they can signal their own identity, the greater 
52 the probability that they can detect an informative difference between their own phenotype 
53 and that of an antagonistic mimic. Initially, hosts’ phenotypes may evolve away from those of 
54 parasitic mimics in a directional manner [3]. When mimics catch up, selection may drive the 
55 hosts to diversify their phenotypes among individuals, sometimes to the point that hosts 
56 evolve individually distinct phenotypes that distinguish most individuals within a population 
57 from one another. This hypothesis was first proposed exactly 100 years ago by Charles 
58 Swynnerton [2], inspired by his studies of brood parasitism in the birds of present-day 
59 Zimbabwe: “I doubt whether [mimicry] would always end the matter, for, when a Cuckoo’s 
60 egg became indistinguishable from its host’s, variation in the latter would still afford the 
61 means of distinguishing it from the Cuckoo’s, and it is even imaginable that a race may in 
62 some cases have taken place between the host’s eggs and those of the overtaking Cuckoo.” 
63 Swynnerton clearly perceived the evolutionary outcome: “High distinctiveness might 
64 sometimes have been the result.” [2]. Such genetically-based signals of identity are often 
65 termed “signatures” [1, 4, 5], which we apply to denote any biological system that exhibits 
66 sufficient diversity to make genetic or phenotypic identity of two unrelated individuals within a 
67 population a rare event. Selection for signatures also occurs in social settings where 
68 individuals signal their identity towards conspecifics [1], and is distinct from other forms of 
69 negative frequency-dependent selection in that it involves very high variation within a 
70 population, rather than a small number of discrete morphs, each pursuing a particular 
71 strategy [6]. However, other systems of parasite defence have evolved less inter-individual 
72 genetic and phenotypic diversity in hosts, prompting the question of which essential features 
73 are shared by those defensive systems that exhibit signature-like individual distinctiveness.
74 Here, we argue that self/non-self discrimination is a key mechanism that drives 
75 individual distinctiveness in two biological systems that have been shaped by antagonistic 
76 coevolution with parasites. The first type of distinctiveness is found in the unique colours and 
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77 patterns of bird eggs in many species that are subject to brood parasitism (Fig. 1A); the 
78 second comprises the polymorphic antigen-presenting molecules of the major 
79 histocompatibility complex (MHC) of the vertebrate adaptive immune system (Fig. 1B). Both 
80 systems have evolved a high degree of individual diversity within populations. MHC 
81 molecules are present in all vertebrate species except the jawless fish [7] and are involved in 
82 cellular adaptive immune defences against various viral, bacterial, and fungal parasites. 
83 Unlike bird egg signatures, the molecular biology of MHC proteins is well-understood, thanks 
84 to research on their roles in transplant rejection, immune responses, and immune-related 
85 diseases [8]. As in brood parasites and their hosts, the adaptive immune system of 
86 vertebrates is in an evolutionary arms race with parasites; hosts win an interaction if they 
87 clear the infection, and parasites win if they succeed in replicating and spreading at a cost to 
88 the host (i.e., infectious disease). In both systems, defensive action on the part of the host 
89 has to minimise the risks of mistaken attack against self (a false hit, analogous to a “Type I” 
90 error in statistics), and of failure to respond effectively to dangerous non-self (a miss, or 
91 “Type II” error), by failing to detect a parasite or by detecting it but misidentifying it as self.
92 We review these two systems with respect to (a) the defensive function of host 
93 signatures; (b) how hosts learn their own signatures, and so how they distinguish self from 
94 non-self; (c) the genetic basis of host signatures; and (d) the drivers of, and constraints on, 
95 their diversification. We then propose a minimum set of analogous features in these 
96 mechanisms that drives signatures of individual identity to evolve in antagonistic coevolution. 
97
98 2. Visual signatures of identity in hosts of avian brood parasites
99 (a) Defensive function of host egg signatures
100 Avian brood parasites exploit the parental care of other individuals by laying their eggs in 
101 other birds' nests, leaving the host parents to bear the cost of raising their young [9]. Hosts 
102 may be conspecific or heterospecific, but here we focus on the latter, since conspecific 
103 brood parasites may experience qualitatively different selection pressures (see Section 
104 4(d)). Hosts defend themselves by visually recognising and rejecting foreign eggs from their 
105 nests, and this is specifically an adaptation to parasitism since species without an 
106 evolutionary history of parasitism lack such discrimination [10]. In turn, host discrimination 
107 selects for parasitic mimicry of host eggs with respect to visual traits such as colour and 
108 pattern [9], and stronger discrimination selects for better mimicry [11]. In response to better 
109 mimicry, selection can favour hosts with an enhanced ability to discriminate small 
110 differences between eggs [12, 13], but an alternative or complementary route to enhanced 
111 discrimination is to lay eggs that differ in appearance from those of the parasite [2, 4]. Such 
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112 diversification of egg phenotypes has evolved in unrelated groups of hosts of at least five of 
113 the seven independently evolved clades of brood parasites [14, 15]. In some hosts, this 
114 variation comprises simple alternative colour morphs (typically blue versus white) [16, 17], 
115 whereas in others there is near-continuous, signature-like variation in egg colour and pattern 
116 markings [13, 18, 19]. There is compelling evidence that this variation can be an adaptation 
117 specifically to brood parasitism, since formerly parasitized populations lose variation when 
118 they escape parasitism [20], and since field experiments confirm that such variation 
119 facilitates host recognition and rejection of parasitic eggs [21-23] (note that some species 
120 unsuitable for brood parasitism also show a degree of pattern variation among females; this 
121 may strengthen the shell when calcium is limiting [24]). Correspondingly, some parasites 
122 have evolved at least partial mimicry of within-host variation [13, 17, 25], but hosts retain the 
123 upper hand: not only do signatures reduce the proportion of the host population potentially 
124 available for exploitation by any one parasitic female, but parasites appear unable to 
125 behaviourally target the subset they best mimic, resulting in frequent mismatches and 
126 rejection by hosts [e.g. 22, 26, 27]. This emphasises the efficacy of signatures in aiding host 
127 defence.
128 At least three further features of egg signatures may enhance their defensive 
129 function. First, high consistency within clutches laid by the same host female should facilitate 
130 detection of a mimic [4, 21, 28]. Second, low correlation between different traits comprising 
131 egg signatures should maximise individual variation and hence a signature's information 
132 content, and so make it more difficult to mimic [13, 19], in common with other signals of 
133 individual identity in nature [5, 29]. Third, egg signatures should be recognisable by their 
134 hosts, which may not always equate to maximum signature variability [30].
135
136 (b) How do hosts know their own egg signatures?
137 A host parent needs to recognise its own eggs, so that it does not accidentally identify self 
138 as non-self and thus reject them [31-33]. Evidence from several host-parasite systems 
139 suggests that host parents do directly recognise eggs, rather than detecting a parasitic egg 
140 through its discordant appearance relative to the rest of the clutch, although the two 
141 mechanisms may also be used simultaneously [e.g. 34, 35]. Importantly, hosts must actively 
142 acquire this knowledge through a learning process (analogous to acquired tolerance of self 
143 in immunological parlance), because eggshell appearance is a product of the mother’s 
144 genotype. When variation in egg appearance is autosomally inherited, it is the product of a 
145 unique genotype inherited by the mother from both her parents. Therefore, it is hard to 
146 envisage a mechanism through which hosts could innately recognise their own eggs. 
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147 Rather, self-recognition appears to be learnt from the first time a female breeds, such that 
148 inexperienced host females often fail to reject non-mimetic eggs, but improve with age [33, 
149 36]. This template can be memorised, since experienced females can reject foreign eggs 
150 without any of their own present for comparison [18, 23, 33]. In some species, males also 
151 reject eggs [37], and thus must also learn their mate’s individual egg appearance. 
152 Comparison between a learnt template of ‘self’ and potential non-self is not the only factor 
153 involved in decision-making, since the threshold corresponding to whether a given visual 
154 difference results in egg rejection is often modulated by other cues of parasitism risk, such 
155 as the sight of adult parasites in the vicinity (e.g.,[38, 39]), and cues of risk socially learnt 
156 from conspecifics [40] 
157 In summary, birds appear to be initially naïve to their own egg appearance, and then 
158 to learn a template of their phenotype. They then compare potentially foreign eggs to this 
159 template to recognise parasitic eggs, and use this information, supplemented by additional 
160 cues of parasitism risk, to decide whether to reject an egg from the nest. 
161
162 (c) What is the genetic basis of host egg signatures of identity?
163 While it is well-established that egg phenotypes in birds are strongly genetically based and 
164 consistent within an individual’s lifetime [14] (see [41] for evidence of limited environmental 
165 effects), their precise genetic basis remains poorly understood. The biochemical basis of 
166 egg signatures (and parasitic forgeries) appears to be simple, since all egg coloration arises 
167 from just two kinds of porphyrin pigment [42, 43]. Yet the diversity of pattern traits, and the 
168 lack of correlation between different components of egg phenotypes (colour and different 
169 pattern traits) [19], suggests that multiple genetic loci are involved in controlling their 
170 deposition. Current evidence generally points to these loci being positioned on the 
171 autosomes (but see [44]), as expected if they are under selection for high variability among 
172 host individuals; autosomal inheritance is also most likely to give rise to coevolutionary 
173 oscillations continuously generating signature-like variability [45]. The only study to date 
174 directly testing the genetic basis of egg phenotypes in a host species (village weavers 
175 Ploceus cucullatus) showed that inheritance of egg background colour was consistent with 
176 two alleles at each of two autosomal loci on different chromosomes (i.e. oligogenic control), 
177 whereas egg spotting pattern was likely to be under polygenic control [46]. Thus, the limited 
178 empirical evidence available suggests that the inheritance of defensive signatures in hosts is 
179 (i) autosomal, (ii) genetically unlinked (so that the inheritance of different aspects of 
180 patterning is uncorrelated) and (iii) polygenic.
181
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182 (d) Host egg signatures: drivers and constraints
183 Excessively sensitive discrimination can lead to a host mistakenly identifying any slightly 
184 aberrant host egg of its own as parasitic and rejecting it (a “Type I” error), which trades off 
185 against the risk of mistakenly accepting a parasitic egg (a “Type II” error) [31, 33]. The 
186 benefits of signatures in reducing the risk of Type II errors are well-established, and 
187 reviewed in Section 2(a). The risk of Type I errors appears to vary among species, but many 
188 host species commonly reject their own eggs by accident, together with or instead of a 
189 parasitic egg [18, 38, 47], sometimes in the absence of any parasitic egg [48, 49], and more 
190 often when the parasitic egg is a good mimic of the host clutch [38]. Egg signatures should 
191 therefore reduce the risk of both types of error, by driving apart the distributions of host and 
192 parasitic phenotypes, reducing the area of danger where they overlap.
193 However, egg signatures cannot diversify without limit. Mechanistic constraints arise 
194 because of the limited number of pigments involved in depositing egg colours and patterns 
195 [42]. Moreover, the shell gland (where colours and patterns are deposited on the egg) is 
196 likely limited in the range of spatial variation in pigment deposition (i.e. pattern) that it can 
197 produce, although this process is very poorly understood. In addition, natural selection may 
198 also temper the diversification of signatures if they carry costs. Such costs likely differ 
199 between host species depending on their natural history and that of the parasite, and thus 
200 may determine a host’s eventual balance of strategies [13].
201 First, the risk of both types of errors may arise from imperfections in the learning 
202 process through which hosts know their own phenotype. Memory is costly [50], and learning 
203 imperfect because successive clutches will be non-identical [33]. Moreover, if a host is 
204 parasitized on its first breeding attempt, its learnt template will arise from a mix of host and 
205 parasitic eggs. Costs of a mixed clutch may be low if parasitic eggs are typically 
206 outnumbered by host eggs, such that the host’s learnt template includes its own phenotype 
207 [51]. However, learning errors might be common in the hosts of species such as the cuckoo 
208 finch Anomalospiza imberbis, which commonly replace all host eggs in a clutch with their 
209 own [34]; at worst this could lead to zero lifetime reproductive success if it means that hosts 
210 reject all of their own eggs in future. Whether such costs may be elevated or reduced by 
211 more extreme signatures, and so shape their diversification, remains unknown.
212 Second, extreme phenotypes may not succeed in reducing the risk of errors if 
213 sensory processing constrains decision-making. Certain egg pattern traits may be highly 
214 distinctive and so objectively different from a parasite’s egg, but difficult for birds to 
215 recognise, suggesting that an optimal signature is not necessarily the most complex [30]. 
216 Third, even if extreme phenotypes lower the risk of both types of error, signature 
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217 diversification may be tempered by other sources of selection on egg appearance. For 
218 example, novel phenotypes may become susceptible to mimicry by other parasite species or 
219 by forms of the same parasite species (host-races or ‘gentes’) that have adapted to other 
220 hosts [25]. Alternatively, novel phenotypes may be poorly camouflaged or have poor thermal 
221 or photoprotective properties, which may account for the rapid loss of particular phenotypes 
222 when populations escape parasitism [52].
223 Finally, signatures only evolve when a parasitic egg is detected by the host, allowing 
224 recognition and discrimination to occur. If a parasitic egg is not detected at all (see Section 
225 4), then mistaken acceptance of non-self can occur without favouring signature evolution, 
226 since there is no opportunity for discrimination favouring mimicry [53]. 
227
228 3. Molecular signatures of identity in the MHC
229 (a) Defensive function of MHC-encoded antigen-presenting molecules
230 The MHC gene region encodes glycoproteins with important functions in the presentation of 
231 antigens – unique structures of particular infectious agents – to T lymphocytes (T cells) of 
232 the immune system. MHC glycoproteins bind oligopeptides, which arise from the breakdown 
233 of pathogen-derived proteins by host cells [reviewed in 54]. The peptides occupy a single 
234 binding site on MHC molecules, and are thus displayed on the surface of the host cell (called 
235 an antigen-presenting cell) for inspection by T lymphocytes [55].
236 Individual T lymphocytes express unique receptors for antigens (TCR, for “T-cell 
237 antigen receptor”), as a result of unique rearrangements of TCR gene elements within each 
238 T cell as it develops [56]. TCRs that bind well enough to the complex of an MHC 
239 glycoprotein with a particular antigenic peptide trigger activation of T cells, enabling them to 
240 participate in immune defence. Thus, MHC molecules provide a mechanism that enables T 
241 cells, collectively, to detect evidence of infection (in the form of MHC-associated foreign 
242 peptides) on the surfaces of other host cells, and to initiate immune responses. 
243 The ability of MHC molecules to bind diverse peptides is critical for antigen 
244 presentation. Any one MHC protein can bind tens of thousands of different peptides [57-59]. 
245 Moreover, the processing of particular protein antigens typically yields several peptides 
246 capable of binding any one MHC molecule. Two types of intermolecular contact control 
247 MHC/peptide binding: 2-4 side chains in the bound peptide interact with “specificity pockets” 
248 within the peptide binding groove [60]; other peptide side chains do not interact and may 
249 therefore vary extensively. In addition, irrespective of its amino acid sequence, the peptide is 
250 tethered in the peptide-binding groove by conserved hydrogen bonds. Thus, MHC molecules 
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251 can present a substantial proportion of possible peptides to T cells [61]. Additional factors 
252 besides MHC binding limit the presentation of MHC-bound antigens to a smaller number of 
253 “immunodominant” peptides [62, 63], which we consider in the next section.
254 In summary, MHC proteins allow the immune system to detect a diversity of possible 
255 peptides. Importantly, however, none of these mechanisms allow MHC proteins to 
256 distinguish between peptides derived from pathogens, which are present only during 
257 infections (“non-self”), and peptides arising all the time from the normal turnover of proteins 
258 within uninfected host cells throughout the body (“self”).
259
260 (b) How does the immune system know its own MHC signatures?
261 Thus, the immune system (specifically its TCRs) is continuously confronted with self 
262 peptide/MHC complexes in the absence of infection, and must distinguish them from novel 
263 peptides that appear when pathogens invade. Moreover, the process of TCR gene 
264 rearrangement, which unfolds differently in each developing T cell, regularly produces TCRs 
265 that can recognise self peptide/MHC protein complexes with high affinity. T cells with such 
266 TCRs are at risk of becoming inappropriately activated by self peptides, triggering 
267 ‘autoimmune’ responses to uninfected, healthy tissues, rather than to pathogens. This poses 
268 a danger as the immune defences activated by T-cell responses damage not only 
269 pathogens, but also normal host tissues. 
270 Several mechanisms normally ensure that T cells remain tolerant to self. Developing 
271 T cells are first confronted with MHC-associated self peptides on antigen-presenting cells as 
272 soon as they express TCRs for the first time, in the thymus [64]. At this stage of 
273 development, strongly self-reactive T cells are killed, removing their potential to cause 
274 autoimmune damage. The only T cells that survive and enter the circulation are those whose 
275 TCRs engage self peptide/MHC ligands with a low level of self-reactivity, which does not 
276 trigger the activation of damaging immune defences [65]. Only if an encounter with an MHC-
277 presented foreign peptide results in a stronger TCR signal will the T cell be activated to fight 
278 infection. The unresponsiveness of T cells to self is reinforced by other means: to become 
279 fully activated, T cells must receive further proinflammatory signals from antigen-presenting 
280 cells; in the absence of these additional signals, they become unresponsive [66]. Moreover, 
281 self-reactive “regulatory” T cells dampen the responses of effector T cells [65, 67]. 
282 In summary, T cells possess some reactivity to MHC-presented self peptides, 
283 comprising a signature of self. Activation by non-self antigens involves a comparison 
284 between baseline signalling by self and stronger signalling by non-self, supplemented by 
285 additional cues that signal inflammation and tissue damage.
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286
287 (c) What is the genetic basis of MHC signatures of identity?
288 The genetic basis of MHC glycoproteins is very well understood. They differ between 
289 individuals of any one vertebrate species, both due to the presence of gene loci coding for 
290 distinct members of the MHC family, and from the presence of multiple alleles at each locus 
291 [68, 69]. Broadly, MHC molecules can be sub-divided into two “classes”, class I and class II, 
292 which differ in their structure and geometry of peptide binding, their expression patterns, 
293 their intracellular site of peptide loading, and their ability to stimulate distinct T-cell subsets 
294 [54, 70]. In the human MHC (also called “HLA”, for human leukocyte antigen), there are 
295 three loci, called HLA-A, -B, and -C, which code for polymorphic MHC class I molecules [68]. 
296 Hundreds of allelic variants at these loci exist in human populations worldwide [71]. Most 
297 individuals are, as a result, heterozygous and can express up to six different MHC class I 
298 gene products. Their main function is to enable the detection of viral peptides by killer T cells 
299 for immune surveillance [54, 70]. In addition, there are three pairs of polymorphic MHC class 
300 II genes, HLA-DR, -DP, and –DQ. Class II molecules are  heterodimers, in which one or 
301 both chains exhibit allelic polymorphism [68, 71]. Moreover, a second expressed HLA-DR  
302 chain locus is found in many people [69, 72]. Thus, a heterozygous human can create at 
303 least six MHC class II heterodimers. Their main function is to allow helper T cells to 
304 cooperate with other immune cells that present peptides acquired from specific pathogens 
305 [54, 70].
306 The extent of MHC polygeny differs. For example, the best-studied bird species, the 
307 domestic chicken Gallus gallus domesticus, in common with many vertebrate clades other 
308 than mammals, expresses only one predominant MHC class I and one predominant MHC 
309 class II locus [73, 74]. However, the presence of multiple alleles is a shared feature of the 
310 MHC. In outbred populations, MHC polymorphism is so extensive that identity of MHC 
311 alleles is very rare between any two genetically unrelated individuals, and any one individual 
312 is very likely to be heterozygous at most or all MHC loci.
313 Most polymorphisms of MHC class I and class II alleles map to within and near the 
314 peptide-binding groove [60] and affect the specificity of peptide binding. Individuals with 
315 different HLA genotypes will therefore present different sets of self and foreign peptides to 
316 their T cells [57, 58], and HLA-heterozygotes will present a more diverse repertoire than 
317 homozygotes. Thus, MHC diversity creates an immunological signature of individual identity 
318 by which developing T cells learn how to tolerate self, while simultaneously individualising 
319 the specificity of immune responses to pathogens.
320
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321 (d)  MHC signatures of identity: drivers and constraints
322 Genetic studies strongly support active balancing selection as the driver of multiple alleles 
323 being maintained with distinct peptide-binding grooves, since there is a preponderance of 
324 coding over non-coding substitutions in the corresponding exons [75]. Moreover, gene 
325 conversion appears to have distributed short “cassettes” of amino acid substitutions across 
326 multiple MHC variants, both within and between loci [76]. It is less clear whether balancing 
327 selection favours rare alleles (to which parasites are less likely to have adapted than to 
328 frequent ones), MHC-heterozygotes over homozygotes (with a broader representation of 
329 peptide repertoires in heterozygotes), alleles with a distinct peptide-binding repertoire (which 
330 reduce the scope for mutational escape from immune recognition), or whether a combination 
331 of these mechanisms operate [77, 78]. In any case, these mechanisms may not explain fully 
332 why MHC molecules have diversified to the extent of identity signatures, whereas the extent 
333 of balanced polymorphism in other immune-related genes has stopped short of this (see 
334 below). 
335 As in defence against brood parasites, immune defence via MHC-restricted T-cell 
336 recognition can result in either a Type I error (mistaken attack against self) or a Type II error 
337 (a failure to respond effectively to a pathogen). Given their fitness costs, MHC diversification 
338 should be favoured to the extent that it reduces such errors. Here, a Type I error involves the 
339 activation of T cells by self peptide/MHC protein complexes (despite the “learning” of self via 
340 the tolerance mechanisms described above), leading to autoimmune diseases, such as 
341 multiple sclerosis, type 1 diabetes, several types of arthritis, and others [70]. In these 
342 diseases, self-reactive T cells are activated and contribute to chronic inflammation and 
343 tissue destruction. Autoimmune diseases carry a fitness cost, especially during reproductive 
344 age. In most vertebrate species, autoimmunity is rare, as tolerance mechanisms supervene; 
345 in humans, the incidence of autoimmunity has risen in recent decades, possibly due to 
346 recent changes in their microbiota and other environmental influences [79].
347 Interestingly, MHC alleles are strongly associated with susceptibility or resistance to 
348 autoimmune diseases [8, 80]. Homozygosity for a risk allele is associated with greater 
349 susceptibility than heterozygosity. One possible explanation (among others) is that MHC 
350 polymorphism limits autoimmune disease risk by decreasing the risk of type I errors, and 
351 that this is one of the drivers of MHC diversification.
352 A Type II error in MHC-restricted T-cell antigen recognition would be to fail to mount 
353 an immune response to an invading pathogen, due to a lack of antigen presentation by MHC 
354 molecules, for example. A very rare, extreme case highlights the importance of antigen 
355 presentation in immune defence: bare lymphocyte syndrome is a monogenic defect in MHC 
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356 class II expression, which causes profound immunodeficiency [81].
357 There is evidence that Type II errors in antigen presentation may occur, but their 
358 frequency is reduced by MHC diversification. For example, pathogens with a small genome, 
359 such as human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1), generate relatively few MHC-presented 
360 peptides, and not all of them elicit responses that are equally protective [82]. Within an 
361 infected individual, HIV-1 readily generates mutants in which one of its antigenic peptides 
362 loses the ability to bind the host’s MHC class I proteins and thereby becomes invisible to 
363 virus-specific killer T cells [83]. Different MHC alleles are associated with faster or slower 
364 progression of HIV-1 infection; the more protective alleles present a broader repertoire of 
365 viral peptides [84], or present peptides with sequences that cannot evolve away from T-cell 
366 recognition without a cost to the replicative fitness of the virus [85]. The example of HIV 
367 highlights the role of mutational escape from MHC-restricted antigen recognition as a 
368 mechanism of Type II error. The impact of the error on the host can be reduced if 
369 presentation by another MHC variant, encoded at another locus or as a co-dominantly 
370 expressed distinct allele at the same locus, can compensate for the problem.
371 In a second example of type II errors, MHC allelic polymorphism has strong effects 
372 on death or survival upon viral infection in chickens, which have only one major expressed 
373 MHC class I and class II locus each [86]. Third, vertebrate species that exhibit low MHC 
374 diversity due to recent population bottlenecks are vulnerable to infection, although the MHC 
375 effect can be hard to disentangle from other effects of inbreeding and genetic drift [87]. An 
376 interesting example is provided by the transmissible facial tumour diseases of the 
377 Tasmanian devil, Sarcophilus harrisii, which arise from the transfer of tumour cells between 
378 conspecifics [88]. Transmissibility of tumours in other species is prevented by recognition of 
379 MHC differences (alloreactivity); the devil facial tumour diseases evade these responses due 
380 to reduced MHC protein expression, limited host MHC diversity (reducing the scope for 
381 tumour rejection by alloreactivity), or both. The tumour is lethal, so the fitness cost is 
382 considerable. In sum, these examples illustrate that MHC polygeny and allelic polymorphism 
383 can have considerable benefits to the host, by reducing the likelihood that infectious agents 
384 can escape from MHC-dependent recognition by T cells by mutation (i.e., type II error). 
385 These examples concern pathogens that escape detection by the immune system. 
386 However, a further strategy for microbes to evade MHC-dependent T-cell immunity can be to 
387 mimic self, which is more directly analogous to visual mimicry by brood parasites. Examples 
388 of T-cell crossreactivity between self and non-self have been observed [89], which may play 
389 some role in autoimmunity [90]. This suggests that some pathogens may gain survival 
390 benefits by mimicking MHC signatures of self, as the host can then defend against such 
391 pathogens only at the cost of triggering autoimmune disease. MHC polymorphism mitigates 
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392 against such mimicry, because it provides the opportunity to present other peptides from the 
393 same pathogen to T cells, reducing the likelihood of successful mimicry.
394 In summary, these considerations suggest that the selective benefits that drive MHC 
395 diversification (comprising both polygeny and allelic polymorphism) may accrue from 
396 reducing the likelihood of mutational escape or pathogen mimicry of self (thus reducing both 
397 variants of Type II error), and autoimmunity (Type I error). All these mechanisms improve 
398 the fidelity of self/non-self discrimination in pathogen defences, but their relative 
399 contributions remain poorly defined.
400 Sexual selection may reinforce these benefits of MHC diversity [91]. Vertebrates 
401 actively avoid mating with close relatives, which reduces the likelihood of MHC 
402 homozygosity below the levels expected by chance. Biological mechanisms supporting 
403 inbreeding avoidance include the use of polymorphic olfactory receptors that are genetically 
404 linked to the MHC, or olfactory cues related to MHC-dependent microbial colonisation [92]. 
405 Other signatures of identity that support inbreeding avoidance are not linked to the MHC, 
406 such as mouse urinary peptides. In any case, these mechanisms reduce the likelihood of 
407 producing offspring with reduced immune fitness due to MHC homozygosity. Thus, social kin 
408 recognition mechanisms can maximise the benefits of immunological signatures of identity. 
409 As with bird egg signatures, constraints on diversification arise because MHC 
410 polygeny and allelic polymorphism cannot increase without limit. There are energetic costs 
411 involved in increasing the number of MHC loci and expressing their gene products; this may 
412 account for the lack of MHC polygeny in birds whose genome is reduced in size owing to the 
413 energy demands of flight [93]. In addition, there may be immunological trade-offs: for 
414 example, thymic selection of developing T cells imposes considerable attrition on the T-cell 
415 repertoire [94], which may become excessive if the number of MHC loci or overall antigen 
416 diversity exceeds a critical limit. Biochemical constraints may limit the polymorphisms that 
417 can diversify the peptide-binding groove without compromising MHC protein assembly, 
418 maturation, peptide capture, and interaction with co-receptors on T cells; alleles that cannot 
419 accomplish these tasks are not functional [e.g. 95]. Lastly, polymorphisms in MHC genes 
420 should be favoured by selection only when they diversify peptide binding. This is clearly 
421 seen in the enrichment of coding polymorphisms within and near the peptide binding groove 
422 of MHC molecules, whereas the rest of the molecule remains rather non-polymorphic. 
423 Further constraints apply to specific alleles: novel alleles would be selected against if they 
424 conferred an excessive risk of autoimmune disease, or if they were associated with poor 
425 immunity to prevalent, virulent pathogens, or with excessive immune-related pathology.
426
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427 4. When do signatures of identity evolve in antagonistic coevolution?
428 Despite the profound functional and molecular differences between the two systems of 
429 parasite defence described above, both have evolved signatures of identity in the context of 
430 host/parasite defence. Has their evolution been driven by analogous underlying 
431 mechanisms? Here we consider (a) shared features and (b) striking differences between the 
432 two systems, and then compare and contrast them with (c) other defensive systems that 
433 have not evolved signatures of identity, or (d) that have evolved such signatures for other 
434 biological reasons.
435
436 (a) Key functional analogies between host defence systems with identity signatures
437 Fig. 1 and Table 1 show that both systems perform a comparison between a complex 
438 pattern that defines self (host egg markings; molecular surfaces of self peptide/MHC protein 
439 complexes) and a distinct but similarly complex and genetically-determined pattern that 
440 identifies the parasite as non-self. In both systems, signature polymorphism has evolved in 
441 the self component that is subject to this comparative evaluation.
442 The two systems share specific parallels. The recognition of self and non-self is 
443 carried out, in both cases, by a versatile and exquisitely discriminating recognition system of 
444 the host (Table 1, condition (i)): the visual system of the host parent, and the repertoire of 
445 TCRs, respectively. This performs a comparison between a self component (on which 
446 diversifying selection can act; condition (ii)) and a potentially non-self component (if present), 
447 applying knowledge of self acquired during ontogeny, which enables non-rejection of the 
448 unique and unpredictable signature of self (“learning” in behaviour, “tolerance” in 
449 immunology; condition (iii)). After appropriate signal processing, the complex pattern 
450 recognition event is translated into a binary decision: to accept the detected pattern as self, 
451 or to reject it as foreign. If it is accepted, no further action is taken; if rejected, the carrier of 
452 the foreign pattern is subject to a functional response to eliminate it. The thresholds for this 
453 distinction are flexible and can be modified by additional environmental cues (e.g., a female 
454 seeing a brood parasite nearby; detection of inflammatory stimuli by innate immune 
455 receptors; tuning of tolerance thresholds by microbial influences). 
456 Importantly, this decision is capable of error (Fig. 1 and Table 1, condition (iv)), for 
457 two reasons. First, the ability of the recognition system to deliver a decision to accept or 
458 reject the pattern is not hardwired, but acquired through an imperfect learning process 
459 (learning by the female of her first clutch of eggs; selection and peripheral tolerance 
460 mechanisms of T cells). Second, parasites evolve counter-adaptations that make the 
461 discrimination task more difficult. Depending on the thresholds for self/non-self recognition 
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462 and the discriminating power of the recognition system, it is possible to trigger either an 
463 erroneous rejection of self (Type I error: ejection of host eggs; autoimmune disease) or an 
464 erroneous acceptance of non-self (Type II error: parasite success, whether by mimicry or 
465 evasion). Both types of error may carry a significant fitness cost to the host.
466 In both systems, signatures of identity reduce Type I and/or Type II errors in self/non-
467 self discrimination. Visual signatures on eggs reduce the ability of a brood parasite to mimic 
468 the eggs of different host individuals within a population with equal accuracy, thus reducing 
469 both the likelihood of failure to recognise an intruding brood parasite, and the likelihood of 
470 mistakenly ejecting a host egg. MHC polymorphism, similarly, diversifies the presentation of 
471 foreign antigens and reduces possibilities for mimicry or escape, and may well also diminish 
472 the risk of autoimmune disease. Thus, the evolution of signature polymorphism should be 
473 favoured to the extent that diversification improves fitness by reducing these errors.
474
475 (b) Differences between host defence systems with identity signatures 
476 Despite sharing signatures of identity, the two systems obviously differ in many important 
477 ways, which appear to be incidental to signatures having evolved. First, there seems to be 
478 no requirement for a specific evolutionary mechanism to drive diversification. In avian hosts 
479 of brood parasites, rare-allele advantage may be major diversifying mechanism, perhaps 
480 enhanced by heterozygote advantage, since brood parasites will be most successful by 
481 mimicking the most common egg appearances in a population. MHC polymorphism, in 
482 contrast, may be driven more by heterozygote or divergent-allele advantage, reinforced by 
483 sexual selection. While it is unlikely that there is an analogous mechanistic link between egg 
484 phenotype and sexual selection in birds, other mechanisms of inbreeding avoidance would 
485 have the same effect in maximising egg signature diversity in daughters. In both systems, 
486 however, contributions from alternative diversifying mechanisms have not been ruled out.
487 Second, there are substantial differences between each kind of parasitic threat. For 
488 example, brood parasites have generation times on the same order of magnitude as the 
489 generation times of their hosts, whereas the microbial parasites that are subject to MHC-
490 restricted T-cell surveillance have much shorter generation times than their hosts. This 
491 allows greater scope for microbial parasite variation in the arms race with their hosts than is 
492 the case for brood parasites. Moreover, misidentifying a brood parasite as self (Type II error) 
493 directly affects the host’s reproductive success but likely has a weaker effect on adult 
494 survival, whereas microbial parasites generally affect the health of the infected individual, 
495 with indirect consequences for reproductive success. Similarly, misidentifying self as a brood 
496 parasite (Type I error) primarily affects reproductive success, whereas autoimmune disease 
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497 affects the individual whose T cells erroneously respond to self, which may or may not affect 
498 future reproductive success, depending on the age of disease onset. 
499 The two systems may also differ in the relative importance of potential host 
500 discrimination errors that lead to parasite success. For example, parasites can evade host 
501 defences by escape (i.e. avoiding detection; common in fast-evolving viruses, such as HIV-
502 1) and by mimicry (i.e. avoiding recognition as non-self; common in the bird world). Put 
503 another way, Type II errors can arise either because the host fails to detect a parasite, or 
504 because it detects it but fails to recognise it as being distinct from self. In T-cell immunity, 
505 opportunities for escape and for mimicry can both be reduced by increasing MHC diversity. If 
506 a pathogen has successfully escaped presentation by one MHC variant, or if it is a close 
507 mimic of self in the context of that MHC variant, it might still be detected by the host’s T 
508 cells, as long as peptides from the same pathogen can still be presented by a second MHC 
509 variant that is present. Moreover, the second MHC variant would reduce the chance of 
510 successful mimicry, because it will generally present other peptides from the pathogen as 
511 well as a self peptides differing from the first, thus offering a second chance at self/non-self 
512 discrimination. By contrast, in avian brood parasitism, egg recognition can only occur if an 
513 egg is detected, such that mimetic parasites have selected for signature diversification, but 
514 cryptic parasites have not. In the latter case of avian parasites successfully escaping host 
515 detection (known only from the dark eggs of Chalcites cuckoos), there is no selection for 
516 avoiding host recognition [53]. Thus, in T-cell immunity, both parasite escape and parasitic 
517 mimicry select for signature diversification, since both can be rendered less likely by MHC 
518 diversification, whereas in birds, only parasitic mimicry selects for signature diversification.
519
520 (c) Other host defence systems in which signatures have, or have not, evolved
521 If self/non-self discrimination is at the heart of the evolution of signature polymorphism in 
522 host/parasite interactions, the essential shared features summarised in Table 1 should be 
523 consistently present in anti-parasite defences that have evolved signature polymorphism, 
524 and this should not be limited to visual or molecular signatures. This appears to be the case 
525 in the hosts of many insect brood parasites, whose parasite recognition systems perform an 
526 olfactory comparison between their own complex hydrocarbon signatures and those of 
527 potential parasites. Parasites mimic these signatures, which reduces recognition [e.g. 96]. 
528 Diversifying selection has acted on the self (host signatures), and hosts acquire knowledge 
529 of their own signatures through learning [97]. The parallels between visual and olfactory 
530 signature diversification in birds and insects respectively are thoroughly reviewed by Kilner 
531 and Langmore [98].
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532 Conversely, other systems of parasite defence have not evolved the level of 
533 polymorphism that establishes signatures of identity. We find that these systems lack one or 
534 more of the minimal feature set shared by systems that do exhibit signature polymorphism. 
535 For example, while some hosts of brood-parasitic birds discriminate against parasitic chicks 
536 with mismatched begging calls, selecting for acoustic mimicry by parasites (reviewed by 
537 [99]), there are at least two good reasons why signature-like diversification of chick calls has 
538 not evolved as a defence. First, there is no genetically stable self component on which 
539 diversifying selection can act (condition (ii) in Table 1 missing), because a chick is product of 
540 both parents’ genotypes and need not be consistent within or between broods, given 
541 recombination and changes in paternity; by contrast, an egg is the product solely of a 
542 mother’s genotype and so remains consistent in her lifetime regardless of the embryo’s 
543 paternity. Second, parasitic chicks can flexibly acquire their host mimicry through learning 
544 [100], such that parasitic mimicry is not genetically based, unlike egg and MHC signatures, 
545 undermining the effectiveness of genetically based signatures as a defence. 
546 Similarly, in the immune system, polymorphism has remained limited in defence 
547 systems that do not share the above features driving the evolution of identity signatures. For 
548 example, antibodies provide an alternative system of adaptive defences against non-self, 
549 based on clonal diversity achieved by gene rearrangement of individual lymphocytes (as for 
550 TCRs), and with potential for immune escape by pathogens, as in HIV infection. The 
551 antibody repertoire does have some self-reactivity but, unlike T-cell recognition of MHC-
552 bound antigen, antibodies recognise native antigens that are not associated with a self 
553 molecule, so there is no self component that could be diversified by selection (lack of 
554 condition (ii) in Table 1). As another example, innate immune cells express toll-like receptor 
555 4, a sensor of lipopolysaccharides on the outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria, 
556 which activates host inflammatory (innate immune) defences when engaged. There is some 
557 evidence that this receptor also detects endogenous ligands released by necrotic cells, for 
558 example [101], but in this case, there is no explicit comparison between self and non-self by 
559 a flexible recognition system, thus meeting neither condition (i) nor (ii) in Table 1. Moreover, 
560 knowledge of self is implicit and hardwired into the receptor structure, rather than being 
561 acquired in ontogeny, violating condition (iii) in Table 1. Polymorphism in the toll-like 
562 receptor 4 gene is rather more limited, compared to that at, say, HLA-DRB1 (dozens rather 
563 than hundreds of single-nucleotide polymorphisms at >1% frequency, as compared by 
564 USCS genome browser, https://genome.ucsc.edu/, using GRCh38/hg38 assembly, 
565 dbSNP150, accessed 22 August 2018).
566 Interestingly, some ant brood parasites avoid host detection by presenting a less 
567 complex hydrocarbon signature than their hosts (a phenomenon termed “chemical 
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568 insignificance”), rather than by mimicking their hosts [102]. There is evidence that hosts in 
569 this instance adapt by reducing the complexity and diversity of their own hydrocarbons – the 
570 opposite of what happens to bird egg signatures [98]. Such chemical crypsis might be 
571 considered to be analogous to the visual crypsis of Chalcites cuckoo eggs (see Section 4(a) 
572 and [98]), except that a comparison with self is still performed. This example is also 
573 consistent with the requirements for the evolution of signatures listed in Table 1: the hosts’ 
574 olfactory systems meet condition (i); hydrocarbons provide a consistent self component that 
575 potentially might be diversified, meeting condition (ii); knowledge of self is acquired by a 
576 learning process, meeting condition (iii); but in this case, errors in discrimination are 
577 worsened by increasing the complexity of hydrocarbon signatures that generates diversity 
578 (opposite to condition (iv) in Table 1). The resultant fitness cost explains why, in this setting, 
579 diversity seems to have diminished in response to the parasite.
580 Together, the foregoing examples are consistent with the hypothesis that each of 
581 features of host/parasite interactions listed in Table 1 must be present in order for parasites 
582 to drive the evolution of identity signatures in their hosts. Further comparative studies and 
583 mathematical modelling are warranted to test the generality of this proposed explanation. 
584
585 (d) Host defence and kin recognition
586 Identity signatures have not only evolved in order to aid host defences against parasites. 
587 They exist, for example, in the context of the recognition of kin and individuals in animals [1] 
588 and in the context of self incompatibility in flowering plants [103], which are both settings in 
589 which coevolution with parasites is not obviously involved. The selective advantages of 
590 genetic polymorphism underpinning these signatures arise from, for example, avoiding 
591 inbreeding, helping kin, or recognising individuals in social interactions (reviewed in [1]). 
592 However, these benefits may interact with those of host defences against parasites.
593 First, kin recognition can enable sexual selection to avoid potential mates who are 
594 related enough to risk a reduction in MHC diversity (Section 3(d)), and so enhance or help to 
595 maintain identity signatures as a defence against parasites.
596 Second, kin recognition can serve as a defensive mechanism in its own right, in 
597 cases of parasitism by conspecifics. For example, colonial tunicates, such as Botryllus 
598 schlosseri, can fuse circulatory systems between conspecifics and are thus at risk of 
599 parasitism by their neighbours’ stem cells. Importantly, in any one fusion attempt, it is not 
600 predictable which of the two individuals would lose a contest for stem cell niches, and so 
601 unrelated individuals may mutually benefit more from preventing this risk than they might 
602 gain from trying to parasitise their fusion partner. Stem cell parasitism is avoided by the 
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603 recognition of foreignness at sites of physical contact between adjacent colonies that differ 
604 at a single polymorphic gene locus, BHF (Botryllus histocompatibility factor, formerly Fu/HC), 
605 that signals kinship and is directly involved in the fusion process [104]. Intriguingly, the 
606 fusion rejection reaction that prevents circulatory exchange between BHF-incompatible 
607 colonies is an inflammatory response by immunocytes, used by Botryllus for defence against 
608 microbial parasites. It is not known whether BHF polymorphism solely evolved to prevent 
609 germ cell colonisation by unrelated tunicates, or whether it also acts as a defence against 
610 microbial non-self. If the latter, then kin recognition would again enhance identity signatures 
611 as a defence against heterospecific parasites, since distinctiveness is always beneficial. 
612 Third, kin recognition can be a double-edged sword in cases of conspecific 
613 parasitism where it is predictable which party will pay the cost of parasitism. In birds, egg 
614 signatures in colonial weavers Ploceus spp. aid in detecting conspecific brood parasitism 
615 [23, 47], as well as heterospecific brood parasitism by the diederik cuckoo Chrysococcyx 
616 caprius,. Signature diversification in weavers is more likely to be driven by the heterospecific 
617 parasites, because in the context of conspecific parasitism, the benefits of individual 
618 distinctiveness when an individual acts as a host would probably be outweighed by its costs 
619 when it acts as a parasite [105, 106]. Thus, in weavers, kin recognition is unlikely to enhance 
620 diversification of identity signatures.
621 In summary, selection for individual distinctiveness from signalling kinship can work 
622 in concert with its benefits in defence against heterospecific parasites, enhancing signature 
623 diversity, as in the MHC or possibly in tunicates. However, signalling kinship through 
624 individual distinctiveness can also carry costs when acting as a conspecific brood parasite, 
625 such that kin recognition might also sometimes oppose (or at least fail to enhance) the 
626 diversification of identity signatures.
627
628 5. Conclusion
629 We have considered the role of host/parasite interactions as evolutionary drivers of 
630 signatures of identity, by which we mean genetically-based traits (with oligogenic and/or 
631 allelic diversity) that vary sufficiently to distinguish most individuals of a population, and so 
632 allow an assessment of individual identity or kinship. This represents a puzzle, because the 
633 extensive diversity needed to establish signatures has evolved in only a small fraction of 
634 parasite/host interactions. Inspired by a comparison between two superficially divergent 
635 systems, we have proposed a minimal set of features that may enable the evolution of 
636 signatures of identity in host/parasite interactions, based on functional analogies between 
637 highly divergent host defence mechanisms that involve self/non-self discrimination, 
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638 combined with fitness benefits that emerge from host diversification.
639 In summary, signature polymorphism seems to evolve in host components that are 
640 used as the basis for self/non-self discrimination by a flexible, highly specific, but imperfect 
641 recognition system. Signature polymorphism then evolves if it reduces the likelihood of 
642 errors in self/non-self discrimination that carry a fitness cost. These features appear to be 
643 present in the two systems with signature polymorphism that we have surveyed, whereas 
644 signature polymorphism has not evolved in examples of coevolutionary systems that share 
645 only some of these features, or none. These examples are consistent with the hypothesis 
646 that these shared features define a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
647 evolution of signature polymorphism in host/parasite interactions. Mathematical modelling 
648 and formal comparative analyses may shed further light on the validity of our proposal.
649 These proposed conditions for evolution of polymorphic host defences against 
650 parasites are highly specific and uncommon. Sufficiently sophisticated receptor and signal 
651 processing systems are effectively confined to the sensory apparatus and central nervous 
652 system, and to adaptive immune receptors and the lymphocytes that express these 
653 receptors. Of the latter, only T cells focus antigen recognition on MHC molecules as a 
654 distinct self component that enables comparison with non-self. These considerations may 
655 help to explain why signature polymorphism is comparatively rare in antagonistic settings in 
656 the natural world. For immunologists, they may help to illuminate how self/non-self 
657 discrimination, polymorphic immune response genes, and the recognition of danger [107] 
658 are interrelated. For ecologists, they may help to shed light on the variety of trajectories 
659 arising from arms races in different antagonistic contexts.  In brood parasitism research, in 
660 particular, we hope that comparisons with immune systems may help to inspire advances in 
661 our mechanistic understanding of host defences, particularly the genetic basis of host egg 
662 phenotypes, and the cognitive processes underpinning how they are used in adaptive 
663 decision-making. 
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950 Table 1. Analogous functional components of host defence systems showing individual 
951 signatures of identity.
952
Host defence against 
avian brood parasites
MHC adaptive immunity against 
microbial pathogens
(i) Recognition system 
for self/non-self 
discrimination
Visual, by host parent Protein/protein, by T cell receptor  
(TCR)
(ii) Self component on 
which diversifying 
selection can act
Eggs colours and patterns MHC glycoproteins
(iii) Acquired knowledge 
of self
Learning of first clutch T-cell tolerance mechanisms 
(thymic and peripheral)
(iv) Fitness costs of 
recognition errors, 
reduced by 
diversification
Type I error:
Misidentify own egg as 
parasitic; outcome is 
rejecting own egg
Misidentify own cell as infected or 
exposed to pathogen; outcome is 
autoimmune response
Type II error:
Detect but fail to recognise 
parasitic egg; outcome is 
accepting parasitic egg and 
so raising parasitic chick
Fail to detect pathogen, or detect 
but fail to distinguish pathogen 
from self; outcome is failure to 
activate the T-cell, and so spread 
of infection
953
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954 Figure legends
955
956 Fig. 1. Functionally analogous components of self/non-self discrimination in parasite 
957 defence mechanisms that exhibit signature polymorphism. Bird eggs (A) are compared 
958 with MHC-associated T-cell antigens (B). The recognition system is shown at the top, the 
959 polymorphic component used for self/non-self discrimination is shown at the bottom, 
960 alongside its foreign counterpart. Recognition is achieved by visual colour and pattern 
961 detection (in A) or by measurement of receptor signal strength based on molecular binding 
962 affinities or kinetics (in B) and translated into a binary decision to mount a defence, or not. In 
963 both systems, the capacity for self/non-self discrimination is acquired through a learning 
964 process, which involves recognition of self, before it is tested by confrontation with non-self. 
965 The discrimination is subject to error that imposes a fitness cost; the error rate is reduced by 
966 signature-like individual variability in the self component. Panel (B) was modified from [108]; 
967 single-letter amino acid codes show amino acid residues in the two peptides that are 
968 important for self/non-self discrimination.
969
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971 Media summary
972
973 Animals must defend against very different kinds of parasite. Bacteria and viruses invade the 
974 body and are fought by the immune system; in contrast, brood parasites, such as cuckoos, 
975 lay eggs in the nests of other birds, which the victim must eject to avoid rearing a parasite. 
976 Some parasite defences learn to compare self with non-self; strikingly, the self components 
977 that are recognised by such systems (tissue antigens by immune cells, egg colours and 
978 patterns by bird parents) are genetically variable. This review explores how such genetic 
979 variation reduces discrimination errors and finds strong evolutionary parallels between these 
980 disparate systems.
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self self
non-
self
rejectaccept attacktolerate
A B
type I error:
reject own egg
type I error:
autoimmune response
type II error:
accept parasite
type II error:
spread of infection
Errors in self/non-self discrimination:
non-
self
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